News Release Feb. 1. 2018
MSS-NewYork,Inc.
GAORA CORPORATION ( Headquarters : Kita-ku, Osaka City, President and CEO : Ryuichiro
Azuma) and Hokkaido Broadcasting Co., Ltd. (Head Office: Sapporo City / President:Taku
Watanabe ) are proud to say that they will be releasing the highly valued, Los Angeles Angels
Personal DVD of "Shohei Otani Double sword Fighters, 5 years of trajectory(provisional)"
on Wednesday, March 21, 2018. As one of the newest and most anticipated members of Major
League Baseball in the United States, Shohei Otani's baseball skills merit a highlight documentary
such as this. Starting today, pre-orders will be accepted at the official GAORA Online Store as well
as DVD dealers all over Japan. Authorized by the very company that recorded Otani over the 5
years he played for the Hokkaido Nippon Ham Fighters, this 2nd version of Shohei Otani's personal
DVD is not only a tribute to his time in Japan, but also a sneak peak of what is to come in the MLB.
So make sure to order the DVD of one of the most historic rises in the Japanese baseball world
today!

© Hokkaido Nippon-Ham Fighters
As the 2nd version of Otani's personal DVD, this memorial work has been authorized by the Fighters, as
well as gained support by the baseball organization through recordings of the trajectory of the "Dual
Sword Challenge “ from the 5 years that Otani has played for the Hokkaido Nippon Ham Fighters. You
won’t find an unforgettable and historical feat in the Japanese professional baseball world anywhere else!
【Overview】
Title: Shohei Otani Double sword Fighters-five years of trajectory (provisional) in Japanese
Release Date: 2018, March 21, 2008 (Wed.)
Price 9,000 yen (excluding tax, about US$80)
Publisher: GAORA CORPORATION / Hokkaido Broadcasting Corporation
Domestic Selling Agency in Japan: Pony Canyon, Inc Part number / POS PCBE.63716 / 4988013
067615
Selling Agency in US: MSS-NewYork,Inc.
Specifications: Color / DVD3 Disc / single-sided, dual-layer / recording total time: about 360 minutes
/ 16: 9LB / (planned)
Recorded the entire record in the Fighters of Otani player was with a booklet, luxury makeup Box
specifications ※ (Ltd.)
Hokkaido Nippon Ham Fighters Certified release date, price, specifications are subject to change.

MSS-NewYork is making a planning to develop and sell English Otani personal DVD based on
Japanese DVD version soon. Please contact us if you are interested in sales and marketing for
this project.
Contact: Masa Honge, masa@mss-newyork.comwww.mss-newyork.com

